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Description

Large industrial machines such as those producing 

paper run continuously with few scheduled 

maintenance shut down periods.  These machines 

essentially consist of heavy structural components 

and several rolls whose primary function is to 

transport the paper being produced from one end of 

the machine to the other where it is finally wound up.  

The multiple excitation frequencies from the various 

rolls, drives (electrical and mechanical) and other 

surrounding equipment coupled with ever increasing 

operating speeds makes frequent machinery 

diagnostics necessary.

Problem

Several factors contribute to making comprehensive 

vibration testing on these machines difficult.  First, 

there are literally hundreds of vibration measurement 

locations and dozens of roll rotational speed 

measurements that are required to properly 

understand the dynamic behavior of the system.  

Next, identification of natural frequencies in a given 

machine section is a challenge.  Due to the size and 

stiffness levels of the structures, impact testing is not 

practical and shaker excitation is prohibitive due to 

time constraints.  Excitation is generally achieved by 

putting the machine through a run-up and 

coast-down but, the drive limitations of the machine 

may often now allow operating of the machine at or 

near the future desired speed range, and difficult 

predictions of resonance conditions are required.

Solution

A SignalCalc Mobilyzer system from Data Physics, with 

32 input channels, 8 tachometer channels and local 

bus disk for throughput recording of raw data makes 

the afore mentioned tasks relatively straightforward.  

A variety of on-line measurements allow rapid 

assessment of the problems on the machine as well 

as fine-tuning of the measurement plan. 
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Implementation

Data acquisition in the mill is handled is two phases:

1. Normal Operation Vibration Survey

2. Speed Trials

The normal operation survey involves vibration 

measurements in three directions at critical roll and 

framework locations.  Common problems such as 

unbalance, misalignment, drive instabilities, etc.  

Transmissibility data for operating deflection shape 

(ODS) and mode shape visualization is also 

acquired simultaneously.  During the speed trials, 

the machine is ramped up and down in speed at a 

controlled rate of acceleration allowing reliable 

identification of resonance frequencies.  Order 

cursors enable the determination of the exciting 

roll(s).  Data that is automatically exported to modal 

packages such as MeScope, etc., is then fit to 

operating and identified natural frequencies 

allowing analysis of ODS and mode shapes.

Key System Features

Intuitive Graphical User Interface
Unlimited Display Layouts
Easy, Automated Export to All 
Commercial Modal Packages 
Superior 3-D graphics including 
Waterfalls, Spectrograms and 
Campbell Diagrams
Synchronous Averaging with Polar 
Runout Displays
Throughput Recording to Local 
Bus Disk

 

Hardware

DP700-30-A1
Network Peripheral

DP700-30-32C
DSPCentric Signal Processing 
Hardware - 32 Channels

DP730-100
Structural Analysis Package
(includes Disk Throughput and
Waterfall analysis)

Part Number and Description Qty

DP730-10
Windows Based Dynamic 
Signal Analyzer Software

1

1

1

1

Software

DP730-11
RPM Based Analysis 1




